The Portfolio Journey
HUMILITY IS KNOWING THE TRUTH ABOUT YOURSELF
Where the portfolio fits
The value of a line in the sand

Wow! Technology:
Google sites, podcasts, Mimio software and Panopto

In-class activities and exercises. Lots of variety and some good feedback

Reflective essays/reports where students make connections with learning from the whole course and other life experiences - MUCH MORE FUN to mark

Still to do: "Second Life" - imagine this as a learning experience in an intercultural class

Group work management - some things have worked and others not

Many more strategies for international students

Tools to help students deal with complex texts - focused critical thinking and analysis
THE BEST IS THE ENEMY OF THE GOOD
Change the classroom
SUCCESS IS NEVER STABLE
FAILURE IS NEVER FATAL
KNOWING EVERYTHING BURNS OUT TO SLIGHTLY BORING
Learning should "stick"

Next steps

Opportunities to learn

Teaching as learning
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Who gets to share the journey?
Portfolio writing is good for me.